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1 The extension of ELEXIS-WSD

ELEXIS-WSD is a parallel sense-annotated
corpus in which content words (nouns, adjec-
tives, verbs, and adverbs) have been assigned
senses for 10 languages: Bulgarian (bg), Dan-
ish (da), English (en), Spanish (es), Estonian
(et), Hungarian (hu), Italian (it), Dutch (nl),
Portuguese (pt), and Slovenian (sl).1 The list
of sense inventories is based on WordNet for
da (Pedersen et al., 2023), en, it, nl, Wik-
tionary is used for es, and national digital
dictionaries are used for bg, et, hu, pt, and
sl (Federico et al., 2021).

In order to join this task and obtain the Ser-
bian corpus as a part of the future edition of
the sense repository being developed within
WG2.T2 of the UniDive, the set of sentences
from WikiMatrix2 in en was translated au-
tomatically (Google translation) into sr. A
few (eight precisely) Serbian native speakers
checked the translation, and after that sen-
tences were read carefully in order to resolve
different issues: unresolved references in the
text (pronouns, e.g., in sr differ for gender,
number and case, and if the pronoun refers
to an NP from the previous context, its ref-
erence had to be checked in order to choose
the right morphological form); besides, it was
necessary to check phonetic transcriptions of
names (particularly personal ones), since in sr
it is not usual to write names in the original
form. The process was time-consuming because
of the very nature of the set – sentences are out
of context, full of terms from different scien-
tific areas, their content is of encyclopedic sort,
and often it was necessary to read the original
document in English or some other language

1https://www.clarin.si/repository/xmlui/
handle/11356/1842

2https://ai.meta.com/blog/wikimatrix/

to understand the meaning and represent it in
sr.

After this process, the set was proofread and
automatically tokenized, lemmatized, and POS-
tagged (Stankovic et al., 2020; Stanković et al.,
2022). The outcomes of all these automatic
procedures were manually corrected. Tasks
that remain to be done include the annotation
of MWEs and NEs, the syntactic annotation,
and linking with the sense repository.

Each language has a separate sense inven-
tory containing all senses (and their definitions)
used for the annotation in the corpus, but not
all the senses from the sense inventory are nec-
essarily included in the corpus annotations.

2 MWEs and NEs in WSD

In this paper, we are focusing on the annota-
tion of MWEs and NEs (see Table 1). The
second and fourth columns present the number
of unique lemmas in the WSD, while the third
and fifth present the number of unique senses.

MWE NE
Lang. lemma sense lemma sense
bg 299 465 2 2
da 440 477 440 459
en 179 309 1 1
es 36 40 4 8
et 177 217 112 145
hu 7 7 6 6
it 41 42 0 0
nl 33 37 27 27
pt 113 115 14 15
sl 385 451 0 0
Total 1,710 2,160 606 663

Table 1: Number of MWEs/NEs in the repository.

All MWEs and NEs occurring in the whole
repository were automatically translated into
sr (as phrases, not word-to-word) and the num-
ber of translation equivalents that were exact

https://www.clarin.si/repository/xmlui/handle/11356/1842
https://www.clarin.si/repository/xmlui/handle/11356/1842
https://ai.meta.com/blog/wikimatrix/


matches was calculated. Table 2 shows that
from a total of 1,412 translations, one inter-
national MWE appeared in 6 language sets,
lingua franca. One of two MWEs translated
from 4 languages (5 senses) into one sr term
was средња школа (sr): висше училище (bg),
high school (en), srednja šola (sl), visoka šola
(sl), scuola media (it).3 Named entities were
not systematically introduced for all languages,
resulting in a total of 526 entries. The most fre-
quent NE was Грчка, translated from four lan-
guages: Grækenland (da), Grecia (es), Kreeka
(et), Grécia (pt).

№ 1 2 3 4 5 6 Tot.
mwe 92 163 40 14 2 1 1412
ne 453 67 5 1 0 0 526

Table 2: MWEs and NEs translations into Serbian
obtained by translating from 1 to 6 languages.

The Serbian set of 2,024 sentences was au-
tomatically annotated using four different re-
sources and tools:

(1) The dictionary of non-verbal MWEs was
used to annotate this type of MWEs (653 oc-
currences) (Krstev et al., 2013). Among them
were 357 nominal MWEs, 134 proper nouns,
73 prepositions, 52 adverbs, 36 conjunctions,
and one adjective.

(2) A system for the Named Entity Recogni-
tion (NER) based on e-dictionaries and rules
(2,006 occurrences) (Krstev et al., 2014). Num-
bers of recognized NEs per class are presented
in Table 3. Some MWEs are recognized both
by dictionaries and the NER system.

(3) A system for the recognition of verbal
MWEs based on e-dictionaries, rules, and the
repertoire of VMWEs annotated in the Ser-
bian part of the PARSEME Corpus Release
1.3 (Savary et al., 2023) (228 occurrences, dis-
tribution by type: IRV – 174, LVC.full – 35,
VID – 11, and LVC.cause – 8).

(4) A system for the recognition of adjectival
and verbal similes described in (Krstev et al.,
2023). Not a single simile was retrieved in this
set of sentences.

3The automatic translation was not literal, as
demonstrated by the example средња школа (sr) ‘lit.
middle school’ ↔ high school (en); on the other hand
it was not always accurate, as demonstrated by средња
школа (sr) ↔ visoka šola (sl).

The accuracy of MWE/NE recognition, re-
call and precision will be determined during
the next step, when senses will be associated
to simple- and multi-word units.

Tag № Tag №
pers 329 time 372
top 448 amount 169
org 126 measure 62
demonym 244 percent 51
role 175 money 12
event 18 Total 2,006

Table 3: Recognized NEs by type.

3 The comparison of MWEs and
NEs across languages

Our initial comparison of MWEs and NEs an-
notated in the WSD repository and in the Ser-
bian sentence set (SSS) was based on their
automatic translation to sr, as explained in
Section 2. This was not ideal, since in a num-
ber of cases the translation was not precise:
e.g., the sr verb ustati was obtained as a trans-
lation equivalent of four VMWEs from three
languages, all with different meanings and scat-
tered across unrelated sentences: издигам се
(bg: 475, 792), holde stand (da: 1363), st̊a op
(da: 856, 1244), üles kasvatama (et: 1168).
Verbs corresponding to those VMWEs in SSS
were also various: nastati (475), izdizati (792),
izlaziti (856, 1244), odgajati (1168), the trans-
lated verb ustati wasn’t among them. On the
other hand, in many cases matches were good:
e.g., the sr translation teška voda ‘heavy water’
was obtained from MWEs in four languages:
tungt vand (da), agua pesada (es), zwaar wa-
ter (nl), težka voda (sl), all occurring in the
same sentence – 1642. In the corresponding
sentence in SSS the translated term teška voda
was used and annotated as MWE.

In other cases, the translation was good, it
was used in SSS, but it was not annotated in
it because it was missing in the used resources.
This was the case for društvena mreža ‘social
network’, translated from социална мрежа
(bg), rede social (pt), družabno omrežje,
družbeno omrežje (sl), used twice in SSS, but
not annotated. This case of missing annota-
tions occurs in other languages as well. E.g.,
equivalents for teška voda – heavy water (en),



тежка вода (bg) – were not annotated as
MWE; acqua pesante (it), raske vesi (et) were
annotated as MWE but not translated as teška
voda, while água-pesada (pt) and nehézvizet
(hu) were single tokens.

Having all this in mind, the overall results
of the comparison are as follows: out of 653
non-verbal MWEs occurrences (384 lemmas)
annotated in SSS, 116 MWE lemmas occurred
in at least one language set in WSD; out of 228
VMWE occurrences (99 lemmas) annotated
in SSS, 11 lemmas occurred in at least one
language set; only 93 NEs annotated in SSS
were annotated as MWE or PROPN in WSD
(maybe due to the poor lemmatization and
linking of proper names).

4 Open questions

The development of the Serbian sentence set
is a work in progress: translation and tok-
enization are done, presently POS tagging and
lemmatization are being checked and corrected,
and word sense inventory is being prepared.
MWE and NE tagging will follow decisions
taken by the UniDive action.

Open questions for future work, concerning
SSS, but other languages as well, are: (a) find-
ing the alternative ways of aligning MWEs and
NEs across languages (Ivačič et al., 2023); (b)
should the set of sentences be enhanced to
capture a more versatile style, e.g. fiction (as
the lack of simile figures suggests)? (c) should
the repertoire of NE classes be unique for all
languages? (d) should NEs include numeric
and/or temporal expressions? (e) should the
nesting of MWEs/NEs be allowed?
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